Online Enrollment System

Abstract

This project is aimed at developing an online search Portal for the Placement Details for job seekers. The system is an online application that can be accessed throughout the organization and outside as well with proper login provided. This system can be used as an Online Job Portal for job seekers. Job Seekers logging should be able to upload their information in the form of a CV. Visitors/Company representatives logging in may also access/search any information put up by Job aspirants. This is the project to help jobseeker to look for a job. To help company HR team to look for candidate for vacant positions in there respective company. Now days there are many graduates/post-graduates who are seeking for the job. But they may not know about the companies , new trends of the companies. Many companies require employees. But they also can't get the proper candidate for their company. So even though the candidate have good knowledge , they can't get the job as they deserve. To recruit proper candidate in the proper place we designed online recruitment system.